
Our growing company is looking for a finance management. We appreciate you
taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If
you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered depending on
your level of experience.

Responsibilities for finance management

Ensure there is an existing and efficient risk assessments/reassessment
process and mitigation of risk profiles for sub-recipients
Management of sub-recipient monitoring schedules based on risk and
ensuring the tracking of mitigating support corrective actions taken
Management and monitoring of all program cost share including grantee cost
share plans and ensuring timely resolution and compliance of grantee cost
share obligations
Management of a seamless pre-award management process including
management capacity assessments, award negotiations and cost analysis
Drives team to focus on key financial risks and contractual solutions that drive
margin expansion, strong cash positions and risk mitigation
Retrieving data from databases and systems such as LMRS, Position Control,
Comparison database, S2K, Showcase, PDR, and Kronos Time & Attendance
which may include work with mainframe systems, Access, or SQL systems
Developing comparison reports and distributing to appropriate audiences
Assisting with the testing, auditing and verifying various productivity system
databases and reports to validate data and ensure high data integrity
Assisting with data collection, quantification, and reporting for large scale
labor productivity initiatives
Supporting the annual labor budget process

Qualifications for finance management

Example of Finance Management Job Description
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Qualified Professional (CA preferred /MBA)
Ability to work with financial teammates across organizational boundaries to
gather source data to provide an accurate and concise view of current spend
by assigned supplier
Ability to drive complex problems to successful resolution
CPA with Big Four or Leading Regional Firm experience a plus
Intermediate to advanced technical knowledge of MS Office suite of
applications


